Psychology is
everywhere!!!

Purpose:

To increase and enhance your understanding of current research in
the wide and varied fields of psychology and to demonstrate your understanding of
the research and its importance in the scientific community and beyond.
For each of the articles that you read, whether specifically assigned or to fulfill
your term requirements, you should stay focused, read and re-read when necessary
and appropriate, and read for deep understanding. Remember, mature readers do not
say “I don’t get it, any of it” and move on.
In order to receive full credit for the assignment (which will differ, depending upon
the article) you should thoughtfully and thoroughly complete the following:

Head your paper with your name, article name, magazine/website name, date if available
1. Show evidence of general understanding
Identify the main idea of the article. Cover information such as “what is the
new discovery?” “Why is it important?” “Does it differ from previous scientific
understanding and if so, how?” “What research method(s) were used,” and
pertinent information such as iv/dv, population, sample, correlations, etc.
2. Mark your confusion
Identify parts of the article that resulted in confusion for you. Read and reread the areas that caused you confusion. Be metacognitive and reflect on
what confused you, how you tried to work through your confusion, and
whether or not you were able to gain a greater understanding of the areas
that confused you. Like any other skill, one must work on areas that are
initially difficult in order to improve. Do not simply “give up” if you are initially
confused. This part of your reflection should be introspective, discussing your
experience with the text and how you tried to understand it.
3. Extend your understanding
If the main topic of the article has been addressed in class:
 How does it support, refute, or enhance your existing
understanding of the topic? Use details and examples from the text
and beyond to support your answer.
If the main topic of the article has not been addressed in class:
 What new knowledge, topic pertaining to the mind and/or behaviors
of people, have you gained from the article? Use details and
examples from the text and beyond to support your answer.
 What line of questioning does it raise in your mind? (What more do
you want to know about the topic?)
Your completion of this assignment should clearly demonstrate the following:
 Your understanding of the main idea of the article.
 Your understanding of how the information contained in the article fits
into the class as a whole, including your text, our discussions, and the
instructor’s presentations.
 Your ability to be metacognitive, and examine your process of reading,
where you struggled, and how you reacted to your struggles.

30 points – 30-29 pts
20points – 20-19 pts
10 points – 10-9 pts

30 points – 28-24 pts
20 points – 19-16 pts
10 points – 8-7 pts

30 points – 23-10 pts
20 points – 15-8 pts
10 points – 7-4 pts

30 points – 9-0 pts
20 points – 7-0 pts
10 points – 3-0 pts

“ABOVE AND BEYOND
EXPECTATIONS”

“CLEARLY AND
EFFECTIVELY MEETS ALL
EXPECTATIONS”

“APPROACHING MEETING
ALL EXPECTATIONS;
INCOMPLETE - BUT
SURPASSING 50% ”

“NOT UP TO EXPECTATIONS;
INCOMPLETE - LESS THAN
50%”

“I wanted to do my best possible work, learn
more about the topic, and I took the time and
effort to do so.”
 Effort clearly exceeds
expectations of an
introspective, thoughtful
response to all of the
points specified in the
directions.
 Response clearly,
thoroughly and
accurately discusses all
three areas of focus,
regularly utilizing
appropriate, academic
vocabulary for the
subject/topic.
 100% complete

 Effort that clearly
meets all expectations
of an introspective,
thoughtful response to
all of the points
specified in the
directions.
 Response clearly,
thoroughly and
accurately discusses all
three areas of focus,
regularly utilizing
appropriate, academic
vocabulary for the
subject/topic.
 100% complete

“I wanted to get the assignment done to get the points
and so I didn’t have to worry about it anymore.”
 Some effort to meet the
expectations of an
introspective, thoughtful
response to all of the
points specified in the
directions.
 Response somewhat
discusses most of the
three areas of focus with
some inaccurate or
incomplete information.
 Utilizies some appropriate,
academic vocabulary for
the subject/topic.
 > 50% complete

 Little to no effort to meet
the expectations of an
introspective, thoughtful
response to all of the points
specified in the directions.
 Response barely discusses
some of the three areas of
focus, with inaccurate or
incomplete information.
 Utilizies little or no
appropriate, academic
vocabulary for the
subject/topic.
 < 50% complete

There may be times when we have a Socratic Seminar that revolves around the
articles that you will be reading. These instances will be announced in advance.
When this occurs you will be responsible for (and awarded points for) coming
prepared with the following:
 2 conversation starters that you feel would get your peers interested in the topic of
your article, involved in a discussion about your article, and would lead to a lively
discussion about the topic of your article.
o You may want to consider how the information in the article may affect
your peers, your family members, how people interact with one another,
existing laws or regulations (and the possibility of eliminating,
strengthening, or modifying them,) how to plan for your future, how to
make adjustments in the present, how to process and consider events
from the past, etc.
 One of the 2 conversation starters must suggest a topic for discussion that can be
discussed even if a student had not read the article.
o For this, you may want to share the basic information, and ask for
opinions, experiences, emotions tied to the information that you will
share. Remember, for this question, assume that no one else has read
the article, so you need to generate interest in what you have to share,
so that some other students can discuss it.

